
WEEK 1 

(21-25 February 2022)

WEEK 2 

(28 February-

4 March 2022)

WEEK 3 

(7-11 March 2022)

WEEK 4 

(14-18 March 2022)

WEEK 5 

(21-25 March 2022)

WEEK 6 

(28 March-

1 April 2022)

WEEK 7 

(4-8 April 2022)

WEEK 8 

(11-15 April 2022)

TOTAL

HOURS

14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14
112

Hours

CONTENT

English File Intermediate           Unit 4   English File Intermediate 

Unit 5

English File Intermediate                    

 Unit 6

English File Intermediate                    Unit 7 English File Intermediate                 

 Unit 8

English File Intermediate             

Unit 9

English File Intermediate             Unit 10 English File Upper-Intermediate                     

Unit 1

PAGES 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76-85 86-95 96-105 06-15

OPTIONAL

Colloquial English

(pg. 14-15) 

INSTRUCTIONAL

Writing pg. 121: 

A covering email  

  Writing pg. 124: 

A biography  

CURRICULAR 

PRACTICE

EF Photocopiable

GR. 4A, 4B                        

EF Photocopiable

GR.  5A, 5B                   

Voc. 5A,5B   

Listening Practice 1   

   EF Photocopiable

 GR.  6A, 6B                                     

Voc. 6A, 6B             

Cloze Test (after 6A)

EF Photocopiable

GR. 7A, 7B,              

Voc. 7B                                 

  EF Photocopiable

GR. 8A, 8B                           

Voc. 8A       

EF Photocopiable

GR. 9A, 9B,               

Voc. 9A        

Listening Practice 2       

EF Photocopiable

GR.  10A,10B                

Voc. Revision                           

EF Photocopiable

 GR. 1A, 1B

WEEK 1 

(21-25 February 2022)

WEEK 2 

(28 February-

4 March 2022)

WEEK 3 

(7-11 March 2022)

WEEK 4 

(14-18 March 2022)

WEEK 5 

(21-25 March 2022)

WEEK 6 

(28 March-

1 April 2022)

WEEK 7 

(4-8 April 2022)

WEEK 8 

(11-15 April 2022)

TOTAL

HOURS

LANGUAGE USE

Focus Vocabulary

dial, text, message, hang up, ringtone, 

call back, leave a message, voicemail, 

engaged(busy), swip, go off, put sb on 

hold, cut off, phone network, monthly 

contract, pay as you go, hang up on, 

musical instruments, high note, low 

note, octave, tune, busk, depressed, 

depressing, excited, exciting, amazed, 

amazing, disappointed, dissappointing, 

tired, tiring, embarrassed, 

embarrassing, frightened, frightening, 

bored, boring, frustrated, frustrating

Grammar

obligation and prohibition: have to, 

must, should,

ability and possibility: can, could, be 

able to

Focus Vocabulary

captain, couch, fan, player, referee, umpire, spectator, the 

crowd, sports hall, stadium, team, circuit, course, court, pitch, 

pool, slope, track, win, beat, lose, draw, get fit, get injured, go 

swimming, score a goal, train, warm up, work out, be sent off, 

be knocked out,  classmate, close friend, colleague, couple, ex, 

fiance, flatmate, partner, be together, become friends, break 

up, get in touch, get married, get on, get to know, go out 

together, have sth in common, lose touch, meet, propose PE3 ( 

asking for permission, making requests, greeting sb you 

haven't seen for a long time) 

Grammar

past tenses: simple continuous, perfect,

past and present habits and states

Focus Vocabulary

an action film, an animation, a comedy, a drama, a 

historical film, a horror film, a musical, a rom-com, a 

sci-fi film, a thriller, a war film, a western, audience, 

cast, critic, extra, plot, review, scene, script, sequel, set, 

soundtrack, special effects, star, subtitles, trailer, arm, 

back, chin, ear, eye, face, foot, finger, hand, head, knee, 

leg, lip, mouth, neck, nose, shoulder, stomach, tooth, 

thumb, toe, tongue, bite, clap, kick, nod, point, smell, 

smile, stare, taste, touch, whistle

Grammar

passive (all tenses),

modals of deduction: might, can't, must

Focus Vocabulary

boarding school, degree, head, nursery 

school, primary school, private school, 

pupils, secondary school, state school, 

student, term, college, elementary school, 

grade, high school, kindergarten, semester, 

twelfth grade, not to be allowed to, be 

expelled, be punished, cheat, let sb do sth, 

make sb do sth, misbehave, fail, pass, result, 

revise, country, outskirts, village, the east 

cost, the second floor, suburb, attic, 

balcony, basement, chimney, entrance, gate, 

ground floor, path, roof, steps, terrace, 

patio, top floor, wall, to be made of, ceiling, 

open fire, cosy, modern, spacious, light, 

wooden floor

Grammar

first conditional and future time clauses + 

when, until  etc.

second conditional, choosing between 

conditionals

Focus Vocabulary

apply for, do, do overtime, get promoted, resign, retire, run a business, 

set up, to be made reduntant, to be sacked, work shifts, freelance, part-

time, self-employed, temporary, unemployed, word for, in charge of, 

responsible for, promote, promotion, apply, application, retire, 

retirement, employ, employment, qualify, qualification, resign, 

resignment, science, scientist, law, lawyer, music, musician, pharmacy, 

pharmacist, farm, farmer, translate, translator, achieve, agree, argue, 

attach, choose, compensate, complain, consider, deliver, demonstrate, 

explain, fail, improve, lose, respond, sell, serve, pay, manage, succeed, 

tempt, treat, value, achievement, agreement, argument, attachment, 

choice, compensation, complaint, consideration, delivery, demonstration, 

explanation, failure, improvement, loss, management, payment, response, 

sale, service, success, temptation, treatment, value, PE4 (making and 

responding to suggestions, making an excuse and apologizing)

Grammar

choosing between gerunds and infinitives,

reported speech: sentences and questions

Focus Vocabulary

luck, lucky, unlucky, luckily, unluckily, fortune, fortunate, 

unfortunate, fortunately, unfortunately, comfort, comfortable, 

uncomfortable, comfortably, uncomfortably, patience, patient, 

impatient, patiently, impatiently, care, careful, careless, 

carefully, carelessly,an adaptor, a charger, a keyboard, a 

memory stick, a mouse, a plug, a printer, a remote control, a 

router, a socket, a speaker, a switch, a USB cable  PE 5 ( 

asking indirect questions)

Grammar

third conditional,

quantifiers

Focus Vocabulary

a cycle lane, the rush hour, a parking fine, a 

tennis court, a traffic jam, a seat belt, the head 

teacher, the soundtrack, science fiction, a 

memory stick, the ground floor, a state school, 

detective, evidence, murder, murderer, prove, 

solve, suspect, victim, witness, paperback, 

book cover, child prodigy, car manufacturer, 

desk lamp, song writer, phonebox

Grammar

relative clauses: defining and non-defining,

question tags

Focus Vocabulary

job-seekers, the point of, good natured rivalry, 

light-hearted response, foolproof, geek, work-life 

balance, gut feeling, absent-minded, bad-

tempered, big-headed, easy-going, good-

tempered, laid-back, narrow-minded, open-

minded, self-centered, strong-willed, tight-fisted, 

two-faced, well-balanced, well-behaved

Grammar

question formation,

auxiliary verbs, the ..., the ...  + comparatives

LISTENING AND

 SPEAKING

Listening

understanding problems and advice,

making inferences, listening for

specific information

Speaking

talking about annoying habits and 

manners,

talking about ability, assessing advice

Listening

understanding an interview,

predicting the end of a story,

understanding facts and supporting information

Speaking

talking about sport, telling an

anecdote,

talking about present and past habits, presenting an opinion,

asking for permission,

making requests,

greeting sb you haven't seen for a long time

Listening

listening for content words,

checking assumption, understanding

the order of events

Speaking

talking about films,

talking about profile pictures,

making deductions

Listening

listening for numbers,

using prediction to understand

content

Speaking

talking about school, assessing

opinions,

discussing pros and cons, describing

ideal situations,

making and responding to suggestions,

making an excuse and apologizing

Listening

listening and making notes,

understanding the order of events,

understanding attitude and tone

Speaking

making a presentation,

talking about shopping habits

Listening

listening to summarize,

understanding attitude

Speaking

talking about luck,

discussing digital habits,

asking indirect questions

Listening

listening for facts,

taking notes

Speaking

talking about people and things that you 

admire,

police interview role-play

Listening

understanding the stages of a short interview

following instructions

Speaking

politely refusing to answer a question, reacting to 

what sb says, tough questions,

reacting to a story about sth strange, 

You're psychic, aren't you?

READING AND 

WRITING

Reading

assessing a point of view,

understanding tips and examples

Reading

understanding how examples support main points,

predicting the end of a story

Reading

understanding the main point in a

paragraph,

understanding humour, checking

assumptions

Reading

understanding points of view,

understanding pros and cons

Reading

predicting from evidence,

predicting the end of a story

Writing

a covering email

Reading

understanding topic sentences,

understanding technical language

Reading

reading with purpose,

understanding referencing

Writing

a biography

Reading

understanding questions, working out meaning 

from context,

understanding facts vs theories

MC PORTFOLIO ANNOUNCEMENT QUIZ MC PORTFOLIO SUBMISSION WRITING PORTFOLIO FIRST DRAFT (in-class)
ASSIGNMENTS AND 

ANNOUNCEMENTS

İSTANBUL MEDENİYET UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

SYLLABUS FOR B GROUPS

2021-2022 ACADEMIC YEAR

PERIOD 3 (February 21 - April 15)
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WEEK 1 

(21-25 February 2022)

WEEK 2 

(28 February-

4 March 2022)

WEEK 3 

(7-11 March 2022)

WEEK 4 

(14-18 March 2022)

WEEK 5 

(21-25 March 2022)

WEEK 6 

(28 March-

1 April 2022)

WEEK 7 

(4-8 April 2022)

WEEK 8 

(11-15 April 2022)

TOTAL

HOURS

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
48

Hours

BOOK/

MATERIAL

Reading Explorer 2

Unit 3A

Reading Explorer 2 

Unit 3B

Reading Explorer 2                        

 Unit 4A

Reading Explorer 2                        

 Unit 4B

Reading Explorer 2 

Unit 5

Reading Explorer 2 

Unit 6 

Reading Explorer 2

 Unit 7

Curricular Task: Writing a summary 

paragraph using the outline on page 105 after 

Part B. (can be assigned as HW)

Reading Explorer 2                          Unit 8

PAGES 37-44 45-52 53-59 60-66 67-82 83-98 99-114 115-128

OPTIONAL Unit 2 (pg. 21-36) Unit 3 Video (pg. 51-52) Unit 4 Video (pg. 65-66) Unit 5 Video (pg. 81-82) Unit 6 Video (pg. 97-98) Unit 7 Video (pg. 113-114)

Unit 8 Video (pg. 127-128)

Reading Practice (CPM) - Part A, B, D, E (Part 

C will be covered.)

INSTRUCTIONAL
Word

Formation 1

Word

Formation 2
Note-taking while reading

CURRICULAR 

PRACTICE
Reading Practice

BOOK/

MATERIAL
Writing Pack (Opinion Essay) Writing Pack (Opinion Essay) Writing Pack (Opinion Essay) Writing Pack (Opinion Essay)

 Writing Pack (Opinion Essay)

+

Practice Essay 

(individual/group work,

in-class/homework)

Practice Essay Feedback (oral/written)

+

Writing Portfolio First Draft

First Draft Feedback  

(via Error Corr. Codes) 
Second Draft Feedback + Revision

PAGES 3-17 18-21 22-34 35-41 42-49

LANGUAGE USE

Focus Vocabulary

archeologist, tomb, coffin, mummy, 

murder, offer, attach, cause, conduct, 

injury, take control of, infection, 

effective, analyze,

Focus Vocabulary

 frozen, indicate, leader, enable, fled, cruelly, beneath, likely, 

chase, attack, cruel, act, comment, death, trick

Focus Vocabulary

site, craft, approve, diverse, symbol, wedding, 

ceremony, wrap, identity, promote, cuisine, martial, art, 

rituals, root, veil, proceed with, get a promotion, make 

progress, 

  

environment, environmentalist, environmental, 

conserve, conservation, conservationist, protect, 

protection, protector, protected, protective, prevent, 

prevention, preventative, preventive, preventable, 

pollute, pollution, pollutant, polluted, polluting, harm, 

harmful, harmless, destroy, destruction, destroyer, 

destroyed, destructive, endanger, danger, dangerous, 

endangered, threaten, threat, threatened, threatening, 

die, death, dead, deadly. 

Focus Vocabulary

series, inspire, basis, ensure, publicity, 

accept, violence, remind, convince, respect, 

temple, monk, master, acrobatic, enrich, 

enlarge, enable

Focus Vocabulary

beach, extinct, creature, museum, skeleton, notice, arrange, 

extraordinary, talent, in debt, major, continue, credit, contribution, 

display skull, reptile, record, rescue, spot, store, paleontologist, 

expedition, predator, collection, remote, soften, access, productive, 

individual, entire, preparation, remove, eventually, deny, gain, provide

Focus Vocabulary

construct, remarkable, shallow, occupy, brilliant, negative, 

release, chemical, pollution, conservation, aquarium, stunned, 

flood, uncounted, colorful, rebuild, effect, meaning, response, 

thought, bite, horror, confusion, flow, victim, inaccurate, 

frightening, tempting, force, gather, surfboard, lightning, 

incomplete, incorrect, inexpensive

envy, envious, effect, effective, please, pleasant, thought, 

thoughtful, consider, considerable, distinguish, distinguished, 

inform, informative, imagine, imagination, attend, attendance, 

accomplish, accomplishment, perform, performance, instruct, 

instruction, examine, examination, cooperate, cooperation, 

identify, idemtification, assess, assessment, achieve, 

achievement, reduce, reduction, apply, application, annoy, 

annoyance)

Focus Vocabulary

 assume, export, dominate, handle, invest, 

considerable, prevent, delicate, auction house, 

vase life, claim, predictable, industry, 

enjoyable, likable, noticable, valuable, brand, 

competitor, marketing, attitude, derive from, 

obtain, authority, budget, profit, guard, 

distinctively, emphasis, celebrity, synthetic, 

hype, odor, stench, stink, feature, smell, 

pattern

Focus Vocabulary

objective, informal, undertake, consider, journal, 

perceive, permission,  voyage, observe, 

observation, observer, observable, admire, 

admiration, admirer, admirable

intention, abandon, to be regarded, prior to, 

finace, misfortune, belonging, wisdom, consent, 

translate, misbehaved, misheard, misplaced, 

misspelled

READING AND 

WRITING

Reading

note-taking while reading: creating a 

timeline of events

Writing

Writing using transition signals

Reading

distinguishing facts from speculation

Writing

Writing using transition signals

Reading

dealing with unfamiliar vocabulary- using context  

Writing

identifying parts of the essay,

writing an introductory paragraph,

writing a thesis statement,

writing body paragraphs,

writing a concluding paragraph

Reading

differentiating between main ideas and 

supporting details

Writing

writing an opinion essay,

identifying unity and coherence

Reading

interpreting infographics

dealing with unfamiliar vocabulary - affixes

Writing

analyzing a model opinion essay,

writing an introductory paragraph for an opinion essay,

writing a body paragraph for an opinion essay,

writing a concluding paragraph for an opinion essay

writing an opinion essay,

Reading

understanding cause and effect relationships

recognizing contrastive relationships 

Writing

writing the first draft of an opinion essay

Reading

note-taking while reading,

summarizing using a Venn diagram,

recognizing and understanding synonyms

Writing

summarizing,

editing

Reading

taking notes on a reading,

taking notes on a reading: using a concept map

Writing

Opinion Essay

CRITICAL 

THINKING SKILLS
Justify opinions Evaluate Apply Relate information Analyze Evaluate, Analyze Apply Infer, Apply

MC PORTFOLIO ANNOUNCEMENT QUIZ MC PORTFOLIO SUBMISSION WRITING PORTFOLIO FIRST DRAFT (in-class)
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